HOSTmi Company Profile

Our Expertise
We are a Germany based IT start-up born out of the NewSpace movement specialized in the fields of software, and platform
development as well as Industry 4.0, digital twin, and AI applications.

Current solutions are developed with the vision of integrated data and domain knowledge and are being implemented for the
space industry as well as related other industries. The company was founded in 2018 and is part of the Business Incubation
Program of the European Space Agency ever since.

Model
based
systems
engineering (MBSE):
We at HOSTmi work with
this directive to provide
high-quality solutions. It is a
method
of
systems
engineering, which mainly
uses models for exchanging
information within intricate
systems.

Software Development:
We pay special attention to
the
design
and
user
experience
of
all
our
products. Having worked
with various customers from
different sectors we have
gained experience on how
to deliver reliable but
complex
software
applications.

Industry 4.0 Digital Twin:
We are strong believers in
Digital
Twins!
With
interoperable Digital Twins
we believe to overcome
internal as well as crossorganizational
boundaries
and increase the overall
efficiency
of
many
application areas.
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They Trust in us

Projects – MBSE
ESA Space System Ontology
HOSTmi is currently involved in the ESA activity Space System Ontology Development. The consortium where HOSTmi is involved is currently working
on the dynamic view of the functional description. The activity includes following tasks:
• Analyzing different systems engineering methodologies, languages and tools used by the European LSI’s as well as ESA
• Finding common aspects and performing gap analysis between these methodologies, languages, and tools
• Analyzing the meta-models of the aforementioned methodologies, languages and tools and reverse-engineering their semantics and syntax
• Modeling the semantics and syntax of the aforementioned methodologies, languages and tools in ORM in order to map similarities and
differences on a model basis
• Merging the ORM model into a standard metamodel to be used for the specific application area (the UoD for which currently different
methodologies, languages and tools are being used)
• Deriving from the new ORM metamodel a space specific Ontology covering the needs for the UoD of interest.
Building a European Space System Ontology to cover all
aspects of a spacecraft along its entire lifecycle:
•
•

•

Analyzing
different
systems
engineering
methodologies, languages, tools and their metamodels as well as performing a gap analysis
Modeling the semantics and syntax of the
aforementioned methodologies, languages and tools
in ORM in order to map similarities and differences on
a model basis
Deriving from the new ORM metamodel a space
specific Ontology

Projects – Software Design, Development, Operation
Aedese Monitoring App

CargoControl

miGUIDE

miSMART

Projects – Software Design, Development, Operation
miSMART is a first of its kind Space Mobility Platform. It is a payload
owner centric requirements & space mission management platform
reducing space mission costs with our digitally supported matchmaking,
compatibility checks as well as quotation and campaign management for
payloads and mission requirements with carriers across the globe!
• FULL CUSTOMER CARE: We manage all project-related interactions
through one single point of interaction
• REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT: We guide through digital processes
to gather all necessary requirements and manage the whole process
collaboratively
• END-TO-END MATCHMAKING: Semi-Automated matchmaking
between requirements and market availabilities based on Mission Life
Cycle position
• CONTINUOUS SUPPORT: One daily Mission Manager assists through
the whole process from Definition, to Quotation and Contracting, up to
Delivery and Launch

miSMART

Projects – Software Design, Development, Operation
miGUIDE is a requirements and inventory management tool which
enables direct interaction with customers. It is a cloud-based white-label
SaaS which opens the “door” to your own customers for efficient and
targeted interactions. Each of your customers will have a private account
and can log in to a dedicated closed instance.

Designed for the space industry, the solution streamlines all missionrelated interactions (requirements engineering, regulatory permit
exchange, license management) with your customers and in addition
automates many aspects of the processes which currently are being
carried out manually across different platforms and software.
miGUIDE lowers mission management costs and supports companies in
scaling service offerings by the matchmaking capabilities of the software.
miGUIDE

Projects – Software Design, Development, Operation
Aedese Monitoring App

HOSTmi has joined forces with the German EO-company Dipteron to
develop a market-ready solution for a platform-based service on
detecting Aedes Mosquito risk areas. Zika, Dengue and Chikungunya are
viral diseases transmitted by the same mosquito, the Aedes species. In
recent years, the spread of these diseases has become a worldwide issue
for public health. The first version of the application is already developed
for detecting Aedes mosquito risk areas based on artificial intelligence
that combines satellite data and ground data. It identifies high, medium, or
low-risk zones for the presence of Aedes Mosquitos through a heat map. It
supports on one side governmental as well as nongovernmental sanitary
risk surveillance organizations willing to develop mitigation action of Aedes
Mosquito diseases and saving costs and on the other hand firms,
companies or organizations with staff operating in countries at risk.
Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-3 data will permit to analyze spatial relationships
between areas with high levels of mosquito infestation and the locations of
sites with a predilection for larval development.

Projects – Software Design, Development, Operation
HOSTmi is building the web application CargoControl of the company
CargoGuard. By integrating sensor-supported hardware and by providing
real-time data, this digital platform enables goods transports and other
supply chain-related tasks to be planned and coordinated. Complex
processes are created, automated, and monitored via the software.
Through further connections of various API's, the service scope of the
CargoControl platform is extended and bundled in a centralized manner.

CargoControl

Projects – Industry 4.0 and Digital Twin
Space Factory 4.0
Within the DLR funded Space Factory 4.0 project, two main objectives were on focus:
1. End-to-End process modeling for an earth and space production of satellites: an iterative approach was used applying industry 4.0
competence analysis methodologies to develop industry4.0 optimized processes based on ECSS-M-ST-10 which were first modelled in eventdriven process chains (EPC), and on later project stages transitioned into BPMN2.0 models.
2. Applying DT for automated test procedures: Due to these Industry 4.0 standards, the focus was also on the highest possible level of
automation, which is why the use of the asset administration shell for the automation of acceptance and quality test procedures was prototyped
and successfully demonstrated.

Detailed End-to-End Process Modelling using
Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN2.0):
•
•

Main Processes
26 Sub-Processes including Development
phase, Module Assembly, Automated
Verification and Integration, Operation, …

→ Reference Model
→ Including Digital Twin and I4.0 Standards

Concept of applying Digital Twins (DT)
for automated test procedures
•
•
•

Reference Architecture for applying
DT on the processes
Detailed processes for DT-Test
procedures
DT API definition

Projects – Industry 4.0 and Digital Twin
SLOTD4.0
Within the DLR funded project SLOTD4.0 the overall goal is to build a satellite and service architecture which is payload-agnostic and therefore highly
flexible in production, launch and operation. HOSTmi is in charge of the digital infrastructure called Digital-Twin-as-a-Service-Platform:
• In the first phase, the relevance of Industry 4.0 in future space projects was examined and outlined in detail. Part of this was also to design the
overall processes of the SLOTD4.0 concept according to these standards, with a focus on the digital twin.
• The processes themselves also indicate that an end-to-end service architecture is required, which will be detailed and designed as part of the
second phase of the project. This includes the establishment of a central acquisition channel for payload customers based on the results of phase
1, among which the further development and use of the digital infrastructure created there plays a central role.
• In order to raise the processes to a holistic Industry4.0-compliant standard in accordance with the interim results from phase 1, the aim is also
to build the digital twin. The digital twin consists primarily of the two main components Asset Administration Shell (AAS) and the underlying use
cases.
• Within the scope of this project, the development of the digital twin, and in particular the development of the Asset Administration Shell (AAS),
will be carried out according to the standards defined by the German initiative Plattform Industrie 4.0 and the Industrial Internet Consortium
managed by the OMG. The overall goal is to establish a so-called Digital-Twin-as-a-Service (DT-a-a-S) platform to operate the aforementioned
AAS by supporting web-based software applications.
• In the context of this project, three use cases are considered that lead to use case-specific digital twins by means of the AAS, which are
demonstrated on the DT-a-a-S Platform.

Vision: Digital Twin as a Service
Our vision is to develop a digital environment in which space industry players can configure and operate digital twins of their assets.
In doing so, we aim to overcome cross-organisational boundaries and increase the overall efficiency of a space mission.
We will focus on providing a framework, the Industrie 4.0 Asset Administration Shell, that will enable organisations to share
information and models across the lifecycle of a space mission. The entire solution will be web-based and can be used anytime,
anywhere!
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Why Us!
Vast experience in software development
We run our company for 3 years now, and we have learned how to deal
with difficult situations and manage a software project on a very high level
and deliver on time!
Fully fledge software
We have some of the required building blocks of the software already
developed. We will make use of these save time and deliver a fully fledge
software which goes beyond a usual MVP.
Experience in handling sensitive data
The software applications we have built are dealing with a variety of
different data sets, ranging from personal data, highly confidential
technical data to governmental data. You can be assured your data is save
with us!
Not “just a project”
We want to win this challenge because we identify ourselves in the
solution! We want to contribute to the sustainability goals set by Vonovia
and what better way then providing more insights to decision makers. The
real cooperation should start after delivering the MVP!
Tenants ourselves
Most of us are tenants ourselves. So, in a way we will build a solution
which might increase our life quality as well! Apart from the technical
challenge that excites us, we are extremely passionate about this cool
project!

Let’s innovate together!
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